
Meridian Model Flyers Association 

Minutes of the Sept 1, 2020 meeting 

 

Call to order   7:33                                                           attendance    2 Mbrs/4 Executive 

 

Reading of Minutes 

                  They were sent out via email and on website  

Treasure Report 

- Debits:  Bank Fees, Fuel, tractor Maintenance, porta potty service, (july and August)    

- Credits:    membership, 

                 Total membership        82 reg.   Including 5 junior  

Full amounts available from the treasure on request  

 

Correspondence            

o Cancleing of PERC building for this meeting contact update 

o Email forwarding about Moe Bain model liquidation 

o Email forwarding regarding Don McGowan model liquidation  

Field Report 

- Field is in good condition members have been flying within the restrictions laid out in 

our Covid communication Members are encouraged to bring out weed eaters and 

perform cutting as required . the toro and huskvarna are now in the brown door seacan 

combination is the same as the gate. Feel free to use them as required. 

- Garbage has been picked up. Another toilet service will be scheduled for Nov 1 that is 

when calcium is added to stop freezing.  Field email is working well. 

- Discussion around use of the John Deere tractor by all members. Intent was never to 

restrict access it evolved into that scenario because of the break in and lock boxes on 

the sea cans we will change the combinations in January when the locks get updated 

so they all match. 

- Dave will contact Terry and see if he is willing to provide instruction on the care and 

feeding and driving of the John Deere for those who are not familiar with a ZTR 

tractor. 

- Brown sea can now has the new style lock box installed Thanks Randy 

- It was determined that ongoing maintenance on the FPV field should be continued as 

of the work that would be required to re-establish it VS the continued cutting. As well 

it was suggested it could be used for remote control vehicles as well as control line 

one discipline at a time to enhance its use. 

Old Business 

- Spring cleanup required maintenance blue sea can will need painting as well as a 

refresher coat on the brown one. A couple of picnic tables will require new tops, gravel 

for the driveway, some possible drainage issues may need to be done as water is flowing 

in from the transfer station. This may be resolved as work was completed there this fall. 

An ask that members bring forward any projects they feel need done. Date to be set once 

the melt begins: UPDATE we will try to set up a work day and fire hot dog roast to get 

some of the work done latter in the month as restrictions allow. CLOSED 

- Scale event cancelled may look to hold it in the fall depending on Virus restrictions 

CLOSED 

- Electric event status we will leave as it is for now re-evaluate next meeting CLOSED 

- Game Cams or equivalent for inside sea can and or some signs stating video surveillance 

to put on the sea cans CLOSED 

- For spring cleanup task list will be built and placed on bulletin board as tasks are 

completed they can be checked off supplies will be placed in the Brown sea can 

CLOSED 



- Eric will check with Boarder paving re gravel for the driveway PENDING 

New Business 

- Executive will review the new MAAC updates that came out today and determine what if 

any action is required PENDING 

- Replacement signage for the warning and reminder signs that hang on the fences requires 

updating we will look into that in the spring as well as any possible updates required with 

the new MAAC regulations PENDING 

- 2 of our members passed away this year Moe Bain and Don McGowan, Dave McGowan 

has submitted an obituary to MAAC for Don to be printed in the magazine. CLOSED  

- There will continue to be no club events scheduled due to the ongoing Covid concerns 

CLOSED 

- Dave will send out an email reminder about the upcoming elections as the current 

exeutive has been in place for several years and conflicts are occurring for some 

executives we will require members to step up into the executive. PENDING 

 

 

Adjourned 8:25 pm 

 details on next meeting for October will be sent out later in the month to align with the virus situation 

and restrictions.   

 


